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Overview:

Network Verification
(In particular, data plane verification)
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NetKAT. NetKAT is a new framework for specifying, programming, and reasoning about networks based on Kleene algebra with
tests. As a programming language, NetKAT has a simple denotational semantics inspired by NetCore [23], but modified and extended in key ways to make it sound for KAT (which NetCore is
not). In this respect, the semantic foundation provided by KAT has
delivered true guidance: the axioms of KAT dictate the interactions
between primitive program actions, predicates, and other operators.
Moreover, any future proposed primitive that violates a KAT axiom
can be summarily rejected for breaking the equations that allow
us to reason effectively about the network. NetKAT thus provides
a foundational structure and consistent reasoning principles that
other network programming languages lack.
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"Are packets routed between hosts?"
"Are
sshis packets
dropped?"
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What's the big deal?

ming, and reasoning about networks based on Kleene algebra with
tests. As a programming language, NetKAT has a simple denotational semantics inspired by NetCore [23], but modified and extended in key ways to make it sound for KAT (which NetCore is
not). In this respect, the semantic foundation provided by KAT has
delivered true guidance: the axioms of KAT dictate the interactions
between primitive program actions, predicates, and other operators.
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Consequences:
✦

Bugs can be found before they ever manifest

✦

Can change network config with confidence

✦

More robust & more eﬃcient network

✦

Your network operators can sleep better...
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✦... the network employs traﬃc engineering?
✦ "what's the expected congestion of this link?"

Probabilistic
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Probabilistic NetKAT

Probabilistic NetKAT
A DSL for programming, modeling &
reasoning about probabilistic networks

[ESOP '16]

[POPL '17]
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What ProbNetKAT can do
Verify reachability properties
✦ but for probabilistic networks

Verify fault tolerance
✦ k-resilience
✦ "is scheme A is more resilient than scheme B?"
✦ probability of packet delivery

Compute quantitative network metrics
✦ "expected number of hops?"
✦ "expected link congestion?"
✦ computes analytical solution, not approximation
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Abstract
The data center network is increasingly a cost, reliability and performance bottleneck for cloud computing. Although multi-tree topologies can provide scalable bandwidth and traditional routing algorithms can provide eventual fault tolerance, we argue that recovery speed can be
dramatically improved through the co-design of the network topology, routing algorithm and failure detector. We
create an engineered network and routing protocol that directly address the failure characteristics observed in data
centers. At the core of our proposal is a novel network
topology that has many of the same desirable properties
as FatTrees, but with much better fault recovery properties. We then create a series of failover protocols that
benefit from this topology and are designed to cascade
and complement each other. The resulting system, F10,
can almost instantaneously reestablish connectivity and
load balance, even in the presence of multiple failures.
Our results show that following network link and switch
failures, F10 has less than 1/7th the packet loss of current schemes. A trace-driven evaluation of MapReduce
performance shows that F10’s lower packet loss yields a
median application-level 30% speedup.
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not in control of the OS, requiring a network-level solution to fault tolerance. A consequence of our work is to
show that entirely network-level failure recovery can be
practical and nearly instantaneous in a data center setting.
Addressing this need for network-layer recovery, FatTree architectures have proposed using a centralized manager that collects topology and failure information from
the switches. It then periodically generates and disseminates back to the switches and end-hosts alternate sets of
routes to avoid failures. Centralized route management
is both simple and flexible—a reasonable design choice
provided that failures do not occur very often.
Recent measurements of network-layer failures in data
centers, however, have shown that failures are frequent
and disruptive [10]. Network-layer failures can reduce the
volume of traffic delivered by more than 40%, even when
the underlying network is designed for failure resilience.
As data centers grow, the probability of network failures
and the consequent disruptions on the system as a whole
will likely increase, further exacerbating the problem.
Our goal is to co-design a topology and set of protocols that admit near-instantaneous, fine-grained, localized,
network-level recovery and rebalancing for common-case
network failures. Because the network is already a signifi-
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✦ short-term failures in data centers are common
✦ application performance suffers
✦ despite 1:1 redundancy!

Solution

✦ detect failures of neighboring links & switches...
✦ ...and route around them
1 Introduction
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Case Study: k-resilience
After fixing the bug...

Probabilistic Program Equivalence for NetKAT
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The price of resilience: increased paths lengths
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Conclusion
ProbNetKAT is the first probabilistic network
verification tool
Can verify reachability properties
even if network behavior is not deterministic
Can reason about resilience
e.g., k-resilience, probability of delivery
Can reason about quantitative properties
e.g., expected path length under failure model
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Current prototype does not scale beyond 100
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Probabilistic Inference
Given observation of packet loss, what link
failure has most likely occurred?
More expressive language
ProbNetKAT has no notion of queuing or time
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